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Abstract: Four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robots have been widely used in
some fields, such as indoor product shipping and outdoor inspection and exploration. Traditional
skid-steer mobile robot controllers often use a kinematics controller to obtain the desired speed of
each wheel, complete speed closed-loop control of each wheel and achieve the robot’s trajectory
tracking control. However, the controller based on kinematics may lead to robot chattering and
wheel spin from being directly driven by the motor on uneven grounds. To solve these problems, we
developed a four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robot with a damping module for
the timing-belt servo system and proposed a model-based coordinated trajectory tracking control
method with the timing-belt servo system. First, the kinematics and dynamics of the mobile robot are
established, including the chassis kinematics and dynamics, as well as the dynamics of the timing-belt
servo system. Secondly, the hierarchical control law is designed, which has adaptive robust control of
the upper-level robot chassis, middle-level control allocation approach, and adaptive robust control
of the bottom-level timing-belt servo system. Finally, the proposed method is verified by the robot’s
trajectory tracking control comparison simulation experiments and has a better control performance.

Keywords: mobile robot; trajectory tracking; timing-belt; adaptive robust control; motion control
architecture

1. Introduction

In recent years, mobile robots have been increasingly used in industrial automation,
agriculture, and service industries, as well as defense industries, such as inspection, ex-
ploration, and rescue after a disaster [1–4]. The skid-steer-type mobile robots, due to their
strong flexibility, high pass ability, and good adaptability, are often used in the above tasks.
Traditional four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robots are often driven
directly by motors [3], i.e., each wheel is equipped with a directly driven motor, which
has the advantage of a simple drive system. Compared with the direct drive method, the
timing-belt servo system has the advantages of being lightweight, vibration absorption, and
high torque [5]. Based on these characteristics, timing-belt servo systems have been widely
used in automotive, textile, agricultural machines, and robotic motion [5–9]. In addition,
the four-wheel, independent drive makes the robot have redundant drive characteristics,
which can make the robot have higher load capacity, stronger motion capability, and good
fault tolerance characteristics. Currently, major universities and research institutes have
performed a lot of studies on the trajectory tracking control of the mobile robot [10–13], but
they are focused on the two-wheel drive and car-like model mobile robot control. Among
them, there are relatively few studies [3] on the trajectory tracking control of the four-wheel,
independently driven skid-steer mobile robots.
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The trajectory tracking control of the skid-steer-type mobile robot has two types;
kinematics and dynamics controllers. The controller based on the robot kinematics model
can directly plan the output speed command of each driven wheel, which does not consider
the slipping phenomenon of the robot chassis [14,15]. In addition, the skid-steer mobile
robots, due to the lack of steering systems, achieve steering by the different wheel speeds
on both sides of the robot, which is also prone to producing a slipping phenomenon
from the kinematics controller [16]. In order to improve the control performance of the
skid-steer-type mobile robot, considering the slipping phenomenon, the control strategy
of the skid-steer mobile robot based on the dynamics model has been proposed [2,17,18].
Compared with the kinematics controller, the dynamics controller can directly plan the
driving force command of each wheel.

The control strategy of the skid-steer-type mobile robot based on the dynamics model
brings model uncertainty and nonlinear problems [19], which also brings a lot of challenges
to mobile robot motion planning control. Thus, there have been a lot of studies on the
model uncertainty and nonlinear problems of mobile robots. In [2,10], an adaptive control
method to consider the slipping effects and a robust control method in the condition of
mobile robot slipping are proposed, which solves the model uncertainty problem of the
skid-steer mobile robot. In [3], taking into account parameters and model uncertainty,
a skid-steer mobile robot adaptive robust control method was proposed. The trajectory
tracking of the skid-steer mobile robot adopted the adaptive robust control law based on
the dynamics model has good performance.

Moreover, the four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robots also need to
consider the issue of their redundant drive [3]. Although the mobile robots with redundant
drive have stronger power and better safety, which do not break down due to a certain
driver wheel failure, they also bring a lot of challenges for the coordination control due to
the four wheels being independently driven. For electric ground vehicles, some control
allocation methods have been proposed [20,21], where the controller is developed from
the direct allocation of driving force through energy compensation. In [22], a global-local
control allocation method is proposed, where the global controller generates a reference
driving force, and the local controller controls the direct force information from the global
controller. In [3], a torque allocation control with feedback compensation to limit the wheel
velocity is proposed, which provides a simplified control solution for the redundant drive of
the four-wheel mobile robot. Through these control allocation methods, the corresponding
control objects have achieved good control effects. Therefore, in order to make the skid-
steer-type mobile robots have better control performance, we proposed a driving force
allocation method to solve the problem of the skid-steer mobile robot redundantly driven
based on the dynamics model.

In this paper, each driving mechanism of the skid-steer mobile robot has a modular
timing-belt servo system, which is equipped with a damping buffer device and can ensure
full contact between the wheels and the ground to improve the slipping problem of the
mobile robot. In addition, in order to solve the slipping problem caused by the contact
of the wheels and ground, it is important to establish a driving wheel dynamics model.
In [2], the modeling of the wheel-ground is proposed for the skid-steer mobile robots.
Some research works also developed the controller with consideration of the slipping
phenomenon [10,21]. However, these studies [23–28] have not been further discussed
in the driving wheel dynamics model and wheel-ground interactions. Moreover, lots of
model-based control laws and adaptive robust controllers [8,14] have been developed.
Furthermore, considering the advantages of good shock absorption and anti-buffer of the
timing-belt servo system, we propose an adaptive robust control method of the timing-belt
servo system based on the dynamics model to solve the driving wheel slipping problems.

The new contribution of this paper is that we develop a four-wheel, independently
driven, skid-steer mobile robot with a timing-belt servo system that has a damping module,
as shown in Figure 1, and propose a coordinated control method based on dynamics mod-
els. In addition, different from the robots with a direct motor drive, the developed robot,
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which has a timing-belt servo system with a damping module, can increase drive torque
and improve the contact between the wheels and the ground. Furthermore, the proposed
controller based on dynamics models adopted a hierarchical control architecture to solve
the problems about the parameters and model uncertainties, being redundantly driven and
slipping. Moreover, the stability of the proposed controller is guaranteed by theoretical
proof. Finally, the proposed controller has a good trajectory tracking control performance
and a smaller tracking error from the simulation experiment compared with the traditional
kinematics and dynamics controllers. Thus, compared to traditional kinematics and dy-
namic model controllers, the proposed controller of this paper is useful for the development
of controllers of four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robots.

Figure 1. Top view of the four-wheel, independent skid-steer mobile robot with timing-belt servo system.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. In the second part, we establish the
models, including the kinematics and dynamics of the chassis and the dynamics of the
timing-belt servo system, for the four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robot
with timing-belt servo system. In the third part, the controller, including a hierarchical
control architecture for the trajectory tracking control of the mobile robot, is proposed. The
mobile robot test platform and the comparison of the results are presented in the fourth
part. Finally, the conclusion of this paper is placed in the fifth part.

2. System Modeling

Figure 1 shows the system modeling: O− XY is defined as the reference coordinate
system. or − xryr is the coordinate system attached to the mobile robot. or is the original
point of the coordinate system and is located at the robot’s center of gravity. The coordinate
axis xr points to the direction of the chassis movement, and yr is perpendicular to xr. (x, y)
and φ denote the position and rotation angle of the mobile robot coordinate system relative
to the reference coordinate system, respectively. vx and vy denote the longitudinal and
lateral axes of the mobile robot chassis, respectively. ω denotes the angular velocity of the
mobile robot chassis. b denotes the distance between the left and right sides of the mobile
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robot. The distance is equal between or and the front and rear wheel axes of the mobile
robot due to the mobile robot’s symmetrical design, which denotes one-half of the distance
length l of the front and rear wheels. m denotes the weight of the mobile robot, J denotes
the rotation inertia of the robot, Fxi and Fyi represent the longitudinal and lateral forces
between the ground and the wheel i, respectively. Jri, θri, and uri represent the rotation
inertia, rotation angle, and input force of the driven wheel i, respectively.

In Figure 1, the driven system of each wheel is composed of a timing-belt servo system,
and its schematic diagram is shown in Figure 2.

In Figure 2, Jm indicates the inertia moment of the motor, and θm is the rotation angle
of the motor and the gearbox input. Jg indicates the lumped inertia moment of the belt-
driving pulley, and the gearbox output, and θg is the rotation angle of the gearbox-driven
wheel and the belt-driving pulley. JR and θr represent the lumped inertia moment and the
rotation angle of the belt driven pulley and the wheel of the mobile robot, respectively. R1
and R denote the radius of the driving pulley and driven pulley, respectively.

Figure 2. Schematic diagram of the timing-belt servo system.

2.1. Kinematics Modeling

The kinematic model of the mobile robot is as follows [2]

q̇ = Rv (1)

where q = (x, y, φ)T and v =
[
vx, vy, ω

]T represent the vector of the position and velocity
for the mobile robot, R is the rotation matrix and is defined as

R =

cos φ − sin φ 0
sin φ cos φ 0

0 0 1

. (2)

In Figure 1, we define oz as the reference position coordinate, the kinematic model of
the mobile robot can be rewritten as [29]

oz = [ozx ozy] (3)

where ozx = x + L cos φ, ozx = x + L cos φ, L represents a constant greater than 0. Using
Equation (3), we can obtain

ȯz = Tv + dk (4)
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where the transfer matrix is defined as

T =

[
cos φ − sin φ −L sin φ
sin φ cos φ L cos φ

]
. (5)

2.2. Dynamics Modeling

As seen in Figure 1, the dynamics model of the mobile robot chassis by using the
Newton’s law is as follows [3]m

m
J

[v̇x v̇y ω̇
]T

+

 −mω
mω

0

 vy
vx
ω

T

=

 fx
fy
fφ

+

 dx
dy
dφ

 (6)

where fx = ∑4
i=1 Fxi and fy = ∑4

i=1 Fyi are defined as the combined longitudinal driving
force and lateral friction force of the mobile robot, respectively; fφ = ∑4

i=1 AiFi repre-
sents the combined yaw torque from the frictions of the wheel-ground interactions with
Fi =

[
wFxi/2 lFyi/2

]T , A1 =
[
−1 1

]
, A2 =

[
1 1

]
, A3 =

[
−1 −1

]
, A4 =

[
1 −1

]
; dx,

dy, and dφ denote disturbances. Thus, combined with the kinematics model (4) and the
dynamics model (6), we can obtain a new dynamics formula.

M̄öz + C̄ȯz = Tu + Td + U (7)

where M = diag
[
m m J

]
denotes the inertia matrix, M̄ = TMT−1 represents the mass

matrix, C̄ = TMṪ−1 is the Coriolis matrix, u =
[

fx fy fφ

]T denotes the driving force

and yaw moment vector, d =
[
dx dy dφ

]T represents the lumped disturbances, and U is
the uncertainties.

Equation (7) has two properties[3].

Property 1. The matrix M̄ is symmetric and positive definite.

Property 2. The matrix ˙̄M− 2C̄ is a skew-symmetric matrix.

From the dynamics formula (6), the driving force of the motion of the mobile robot is
from the wheel–ground interactions [2].

[
Fxi
Fyi

]
=

Ni fkS f

(√
s2

xi + s2
yi

)
√

s2
xi + s2

yi

[
sxi
syi

]
(8)

where fk is the friction coefficient between the wheel and the ground; Ni denotes the
vertical force of each wheel; S f

(√
s2

xi + s2
yi

)
= 2/πa tan

(
90
√

s2
xi + s2

yi

)
is the approximate

function for the dynamics feature of the friction force; sxi and syi represent the relative
velocity of the longitudinal and lateral slip, respectively, which are defined as

sxi =
[
1 −1 (−1)i+1][rθ̇ri vx wω/2

]T

syi =

{
vy + l f ω, i = 1, 2
vy − l f ω, i = 3, 4

(9)

From Figure 1, the rotational dynamics of each driving wheel is represented as follows.

Jri θ̈ri + cri θ̇ri + fri = uri − rFxi + dri, i = 1, 2, 3, 4 (10)

where cri denotes the damping coefficient; fri represents the Coulomb’s friction of the
rotation shaft, which is approximated as fri = A f iS f

(
θ̇ri
)
; uri denotes the driving torque of
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each wheel; r is the radius of the wheel; and dri represents the disturbance and uncertainties.
From (6) and Figure 2, the dynamics of the timing-belt servo system is defined as [5]

uroi = [kg Jm + kt Jg + JR]θ̈ri + ct θ̇ri + Di (11)

where kg and kt are the transfer coefficient of the gearbox and belt pully, respectively; ct
represents the lumped damping coefficient of the gearbox and belt; Di denotes the lumped
disturbance and uncertainties.

Moreover, we define three sets of parameters θ = [θ1, θ2 · · · , θ5]
T = [m, J, dx, dy, dφ]T ,

θr = [θr1, θr2 · · · , θr5]
T = [Jri, cri, A f i, Ai, dri]

T ,and θt = [θt1, θt2 · · · , θt5]
T = [Jmi, Jgi, JRi, cti,

Di]
T represents the linear regression form of the dynamics of the mobile robot’s chassis,

wheel, and timing-belt servo system, respectively. Meanwhile, the parameter vector θ is
variable due to the changes in the working situations and the mobile robot’s payloads, etc.,
thus the actual values cannot be exactly known. From the engineering perspective, though
influences by various factors (e.g., loads, temperature), the bounds of the parameters (e.g.,
mass, friction) can usually be decided in advance, and the extent of parametric uncertainties
can be predicted [30]. Thus, we have an assumption as follows [10,30].

Assumption 1. The bound of the unknown parameters are known, which are defined as
θi ∈ Ω , {θi : θi min ≤ θi ≤ θi max}, i = 1, 2, · · · , 5, θri ∈ Ω , {θri : θri min ≤ θri ≤
θri max}, i = 1, 2, · · · , 5, and θti ∈ Ω , {θti : θti min ≤ θti ≤ θti max}, i = 1, 2, · · · , 5.

3. Controller Design

Based on the dynamics model of the mobile robot with timing-belt servo system from
Equations (4)–(9), our goal is to design a controller so that the developed mobile robot can
track the reference trajectory as well as possible in this paper. To address these problems
of the dynamics model uncertainty, redundant driving, and slipping of the four-wheel,
independently driven mobile robot with a timing belt servo system, we have developed a
controller with a hierarchical control strategy, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The overall control architecture.

From Figure 3, the hierarchical control strategy is proposed in this paper. First, the
adaptive robust control (ARC) law of the chassis can be obtained to achieve the trajectory
tracking of the mobile robot at the top level, where the desired driving force and moment
of the chassis is generated. Secondly, the control allocation approach can make the driving
torque of each wheel solve the redundant driving problem of the mobile robot through the
middle layer. Finally, position tracking can be achieved by the adaptive robust control law
of the timing-belt servo system in low-level.

3.1. The ARC Law of the Chassis

In order to achieve the goal of trajectory tracking for the mobile robot, let od(t) =[
odx(t), ody(t)

]T
be the reference trajectory, e =

[
ex, ey

]T
=
[
ozx(t)− odx(t), ozy(t)− ody(t)

]T

be the tracking error, and oz be the current position of the mobile robot. Thus, the function
of the slide-mode-like is defined as

s = ė + Λe (12)
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where Λ is a positive diagonal matrix that denotes feedback gain. Thus, from Equation (7)
and differentiated Equation (12), we can obtain the error dynamics as follows

M̄ṡ = Tu− C̄ȯz + Td + U− M̄özd + M̄Λė. (13)

The right side of Equation (13) can be written as a linear regression formula (14).

M̄(özd −Λė) + C̄ȯz − Td = −ϕT(oz, ȯz, t)θ (14)

where ϕ is the regressor matrix.

Lemma 1. The adaptation law with discontinuous projection modification is defined as

˙̂θi = Projθ̂i
(Γη) (15)

where θ̂i is the estimate of the parameter, θi, Γ > 0 is a diagonal matrix, and η is the adaptation
function. Thus, the projection mapping Projθ̂i

(•i) is defined as [3]

Projθ̂i
(•i) =


0, if θ̂i = θi min and •i < 0
0, if θ̂i = θi max and •i > 0
•i, otherwise

(16)

Furthermore, θ̃i is defined as the error of θ̂i minus θi and can be written as θ̃i = θ̂i − θi.

Moreover, the following conditions are defined.

θi ∈ Ω , {θi : θi min 6 θi 6 θi max} (17)

θ̃i

(
Γ−1Projθ̂i

(Γη)− η
)
6 0 ∀η (18)

where Equations (17) and (18) can guarantee that the projection mapping Projθ̂i
(•i) is

satisfied for any adaptive function η.
From Equations (13) and (14), we can have the following adaptive robust control

law [3,31]
u = T−1(ua + us), ua = −ϕT(oz, ȯz, t)θ̂ (19)

where ua represents the model compensation term of the adaptive control for the trajectory
tracking, and us is the robust control input that needs to be designed. Thus, the robust
control input us consists of two terms. As follows

us = us1 + us2, us1 = −ks1s (20)

where us1 is a linear feedback term with the positive matrix ks1 and us2 is a nonlinear
feedback term that is used to address the model uncertainties and to guarantee robust
performance. Thus, the following two conditions are suitable for us2.

sT(us2 − ϕT θ̃ + U
)
6 ε

sTus2 6 0
(21)

where ε is an arbitrarily small positive parameter.
Here, the adaptation law function is defined as

η = ϕs. (22)

Theorem 1. The proposed controller with the adaptive robust control law and adaptive law can
guarantee transient and stable performance.
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a. Generally, the control input and all state signals of the system are bounded. In addition, we
define the positive definite function V(t) = 1

2 sT M̄s, which is bounded and is satisfied by
Equation (23).

V(t) 6 e−λtV(0) +
ε

λ

[
1− e−λt

]
(23)

where λ = min
{

2σmin
(
KM−1)} represents the minimum eigenvalue of a matrix.

b. It is assumed that after a finite time t0, there is only a parameter uncertainty in the system,
i.e., d = 0, ∀t > t0. Then, based on the conclusion described in a, the system can also achieve
asymptotic tracking with zero error of the stable state. That is, e→ ∞ when t→ ∞.

Proof of Theorem 1. From the adaptive robust control law, the time derivative of the
positive definite function V(t) is defined as

V̇(t) = sT(Tu− C̄ȯz + Td + U− M̄özd + M̄Λė
)

= sT(Tu + ϕTθ + U
)

= sT(−Ks1s + us2 − ϕT θ̃ + U
)

6 −sTKs1s + sT(us2 − ϕT θ̃ + U
)

6 −sTKs1s + ε
6 −λV(t) + ε

(24)

The above derivation verifies part a of Theorem 1. Then, the proof of part b in
Theorem 1 is as follows.

When d = 0, ∀t > t0, select a positive definite function Vb(t) = V(t) + 1
2 θ̃T Γθ̃. From

the robust conditions and Equation (18), the time derivative of the positive definite function
Vb(t) is defined as

V̇b(t) = V̇(t) + θ̃T Γ−1 ˙̃θ
= sT(Tu + ϕTθ + U

)
+ θ̃T Γ−1 ˙̃θ

6 −sTKs1s− sT ϕT θ̃ + θ̃T Γ−1Projθ̂(Γϕs)
6 −sTKs1s +

[
θ̃
(

Γ−1Projθ̂(Γϕs)− ϕs
)]T

6 −sTKs1s

(25)

Since all signals are bounded, it is easy to verify that ṡ is also bounded, continuous,
and consistent. According to Barbalat’s theorem, it is easy to verify part b of Theorem 1,
which is proven.

3.2. The Control Allocation

Although the mobile robot designed in this paper has a damping system, which can
avoid the phenomenon of excessive speed due to wheel overhang when the robot passes
different ground from the direct power distribution, a novel control allocation approach for
driving wheel power distribution is proposed to effectively solve the redundant driving
problems. In this subsection, the control allocation approach for the redundant driving
of the mobile robot is described. The control allocation strategy mainly achieves the
coordinated distribution of the total driving force and torque from the upper-level controller
to each driving wheel. In the previous subsection, the total reference driving force u of the
mobile robot is obtained by means of the designed adaptive robust controller. To obtain the
torque of each driving wheel, we choose the following cost function [32].

Jcos t =
4

∑
i=1

Wi
F2

xi + F2
yi

N2
i

(26)

where Wi is the weighted coefficient. In general, the force Ni of the vertical direction of
each wheel cannot be obtained directly. Then, the nominal force is allocated to actual
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applications, and the nominal force is defined as Ni = mgl/4. Furthermore, the cost
function has the following constraints.

ux = Fx1 + Fx2 + Fx3 + Fx4 (27)

uφ = −w
2

Fx1 +
l
2

Fy1 +
w
2

Fx2 +
l
2

Fy2 −
w
2

Fx3 −
l
2

Fy3 +
w
2

Fx4 −
l
2

Fy4 (28)

These constraints are brought into the cost function, and the Lagrange multiplier
method is applied to solve the above optimization problem with equation constraints. The
Lagrange function is defined as L(ux, λ1,λ2) = Jcos t + λ1ux + λ2uφ. The partial derivative
of the Lagrange function can be derived as

∂L
∂ux

=
4

∑
i=1

(
2Wi

Fxi

N2
i
+ λ1 + (−1)i w

2
λ2

)
(29)

∂L
∂λ1

= ux (30)

∂L
∂λ2

= uφ (31)

From the above equations, the desired force Fxi of each wheel can be obtained. Then,
combined with Equation (10), the driving torque uri can be derived.

3.3. The ARC Law of the Timing-Belt Servo System

From Equations (10) and (11), the torque error of the driving torque of each driving
wheel and the output torque of each timing-belt servo system is er = uri − uroi. Let er = 0
have a good control performance. Thus, the following equation can be derived.[

Jri −
(
kg Jm + kt Jg + JR

)]
θ̈ri + (cri − ct)θ̇ri = fri − rFxi + dri + Di (32)

Define the rotation angle error eθ = θr − θrd of each driving wheel for the timing-belt
servo system. Thus, the function of the slide-mode-like is defined as

sθ = ėθ + ceθ (33)

where c is a positive diagonal matrix used as feedback gain. Thus, from Equation (30) and
differentiated Equation (31), we can obtain the error dynamics as follows.

Jθ ṡθ = ur − cθ θ̇r + dr + D− Jθ θ̇rd + Jθcėθ (34)

where Jθ =
[

Jr −
(
kg Jm + kt Jg + JR

)]
,cθ = cr − ct,ur = fr − rFx.

The right side of Equation (32) can be written as a linear regression form as follows.

Jθ

(
θ̇rd − cėθ

)
+ cθ θ̇r − dr = −ΨT(θr, θ̇r, t

)
θt (35)

where Ψ is the regressor matrix.
From Equations (32) and (33), the adaption robust control law is defined as

ur = T−1(ura + urs), ura = −ΨT(θr, θ̇r, t
)
θ̂t (36)

where ura represents the model compensation term of the adaptive control for the trajectory
tracking, and urs is the robust control input that needs to be designed.

Thus, the robust control input urs consists of two terms. As follows

urs = urs1 + urs2, urs1 = −krs1sθ (37)
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where urs1 is a linear feedback term with the positive matrix krs1 and urs2 is a nonlinear
feedback term that is used to address the model uncertainties and to guarantee a robust
performance. Thus, the following two conditions are suitable for urs2.

sT(urs2 − ϕT θ̃ + U
)
6 ε

sTurs2 6 0
(38)

where ε is an arbitrarily small positive parameter.
In here, the adaptation law function of the timing-belt servo system is defined as

c = ϕTs. (39)

The adaptation robust controller of the timing-belt servo system is also met with
Theorem 1, and its stability proof can be referred to in Proof 1.

4. Experimental Results
4.1. Experimental Platform

Figure 4 shows the four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robot with the
timing-belt servo system, which is developed by the Institute of Robotics, Harbin Institute
of Technology. The mobile robot is composed of the chassis with the vibration damping
systems (as shown in Figure 5), timing-belt servo systems (including four brushless DC
motors), drivers (with encoder feedback and FOC algorithms), a controller (inside with the
ARM Cotex-M4 core) integrated with IMU, a battery (24 V, 5 ah), etc. In order to improve
mobility and robust performance on the complicated pavement for the robot, the chassis
has simple shock absorbers. To obtain a powerful driving force and torque, each wheel of
the mobile robot is driven by an independent timing-belt servo system.

Figure 4. The mobile robot.

Figure 5 shows the vibration damping system and shock absorber for the robot chassis.
The vibration damping system uses a single cross-arm independent suspension that is
symmetrical at the top and bottom, with the timing-belt servo mechanism that is hinged
to the platform body and can be rotated around the suspension axis. The shock absorber
uses a hydraulic buffer element, which is not fixedly connected to the timing-belt servo
mechanism and supports the timing-belt servo mechanism by means of upper and lower
contact, which ensures that the piston rod is only subjected to axial forces during robot
movement. Thus, the timing-belt servo mechanism with the vibration damping system not
only makes the robot have the function of a shock absorber and buffer but also makes the
robot’s wheels have fuller contact with the ground during the movement.
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Figure 5. The vibration damping system and the shock absorber of the chassis.

The control system frame diagram of the mobile robot is shown in Figure 6, the
controller of the mobile robot uses the control board based on the ARM Cotex-M4 core and
integrates the IMU module, and each timing-belt servo system has an independent driver.
The controlling cycle of the mobile robot controller is 10 ms, and the trajectory of the mobile
robot is estimated through the IMU and the angle encoder of the timing-belt servo system.

Figure 6. The block diagram of the mobile robot control system.

The parameters of the proposed controller design in this paper are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The key parameters of the mobile robot.

NO. Parameter Symbol Value Unit

1 Chassis Weight m 18 kg
2 Chassis Inertia J 2.12 kg ∗m2

3 Chassis Length l 0.6 m
4 Chassis Width b 0.4 m
5 Wheel Radius r 0.15 m
6 Driven Pulley Radius R 0.06 m
7 Driving Pulley Radius R1 0.03 m
8 Gearbox Ratio kg 20
9 Belt Reduction Ratio kt 2.0
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Furthermore, the bounds of three sets of linearization parameters are chosen as
θR min = [10, 1.8,−50,−50,−50]T , θR max = [30, 4.2, 50, 50, 50]T , θr min = [0.05, 0.03, 0.02, 0,
−0.8]T , θr max = [0.15, 0.05, 0.15, 0.3, 0.8]T , θt min = [0.1, 3.2, 2.8, 0.03,−1]T , θt max = [0.7, 9.6,
7.2, 0.07, 1]T .

4.2. Simulation Experimental Results

In order to verify the control performance and trajectory tracking effect of the four-
wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robot with the timing-belt servo system,
which has the vibration damping system, the coordinated controller developed in this
paper is compared with the traditional kinematics and dynamics controllers of the mobile
robot with the directly driven motor.

• The kinematics controller

To design the PID controller for the robot kinematics model (3), the rotation angular
velocity of the robot-driven wheel is given by the following equation [3].

θ̇ri =

{
vx−ω∗b/2

r i = 1, 3
vx−ω∗b/2

r i = 2, 4
(40)

To achieve robot trajectory tracking, a PID calculation of the tracking error is required.
Thus, the parameters of the kinematics controller and each timing-belt servo system con-
troller are set to Kp = diag[10, 10], Ki = diag[20, 20], Kd = diag[0, 0] and kp = 5.0, ki = 50,
kd = 0, respectively.

• The traditional dynamics controller

From the dynamics modeling (5) and (6), the drive torque of the robot-driven wheels
comes from the top-level adaptive robust control output uri. From the research [29], the
direct torque allocation of the driving wheel has the following representation.

uri =

{ ux−uφ∗b/2
2r i = 1, 3

ux+uφ∗b/2
2r i = 2, 4

(41)

The parameters of the dynamics controller are set to Λ = diag[5, 5]. The robust
control law is designed as us2 = −K2s, where K2 represents the combination of linear
and robust feedback, K2 = [4.6,4.6]T , and the parameter adaptive law is chosen to be
Γ = diag[0,0,46,46].

• The proposed coordinated controller

The parameter of the adaptive control law for the proposed coordinated controller
is chosen as Λ = diag[5, 5]. The robust control law is designed as us2 = −K2s, where
K2 represents the combination of linear and robust feedback, K2 = [4.6, 4.6]T , and the
parameter adaptive law is chosen to Γ = diag[0,0,46,46]. The parameter of the adaptive
control law for the timing-belt servo system controller is chosen as Λ = diag[5, 5]. The
robust control law is designed as urs2 = −Kr2s, where Kr2 represents the combination of
linear and robust feedback, Kr2 = [4.6,4.6]T , and the parameter adaptive law is chosen to
Γ = diag[0,0,46,46].

In this paper, compared with the desired trajectory, we design S and inverted octag-
onal trajectories to verify the performance of the above three controllers by simulation
experimental and some experimental measurements iteration.

4.2.1. S Type Trajectory

The S type tracking trajectory used to test the controllers is

od(t) =
[

odx(t)
ody(t)

]
=

[
t

sin(0.8t) + 0.5t

]
. (42)
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Figure 7 presents the simulation results on S type trajectories tracking performance be-
tween the desired trajectory with three controllers, and the comparison is given among the
proposed coordinated controller, traditional dynamics controller, and kinematics controller.
The root-mean-square value and maximum absolute value of the tracking error [33] on the
x-axis, y-axis, and wheel are shown in Figure 8. From Figure 8 and Table 2, it can be seen
that the proposed coordinated controller achieves smaller values (smaller than 2× 10−4 m)
of root-mean-square and maximum absolute for the tracking error about the x- and y-axes.
It is obvious that the proposed coordinated controller has a better performance than the tra-
ditional dynamics controller and kinematics controller. Moreover, the tracking error of the
wheel is given in Table 2, which can also reflect the chattering performance of the proposed
coordinated controller. Since the kinematics controller is designed based on the assumption
that the left and right wheels have the same speed, the same-side wheels need to change
the driving force quickly to adapt to the change in the ground friction in order to ensure
the same speed, which leads to the phenomenon of mutual pulling of the same-side wheels
and causes the robot chattering. For the traditional dynamics controller, since the wheels
can be suspended and spun, the robot will also cause a chattering phenomenon when
the wheels are constantly changing between suspension and contact. From Figure 8 and
Table 2, the errors of the proposed coordination controller are obviously smaller (smaller
than 1.6× 10−4 m) than the other two controllers, and the ability to suppress the chattering
phenomenon is also better than the other two.

0 2 4 6 8 10

0

1

2

3

4

5

6
End

y(
m
)

x(m)

 Desired
 The kinematics controller
 The traditional dynamics controller
 The proposed coordinated controller

Start

Figure 7. The simulation results for the S type trajectory tracking performance.
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Figure 8. The S type trajectory tracking error performance.

Table 2. The S type trajectory tracking error values for the three controllers.

Controller ||ex||rms ||ex||max ||ey||rms ||ey||max ||er||rms ||er||max

Kinematics 3.21× 10−4 3.81× 10−4 2.46× 10−4 2.76× 10−4 2.22× 10−4 2.77× 10−4

Dynamics 2.53× 10−4 2.71× 10−4 1.82× 10−4 2.12× 10−4 1.56× 10−4 2.21× 10−4

Proposed 1.47× 10−4 1.52× 10−4 1.41× 10−4 1.88× 10−4 1.21× 10−4 1.57× 10−4

4.2.2. Inverted Octagonal Type Trajectory

The inverted octagonal type tracking trajectory used to test the controllers is

od(t) =
[

odx(t)
ody(t)

]
=

[
2.5 sin(t/20− π/2) + 2.5

2.5 cos(t/10− π/2)

]
. (43)

Furthermore, a simulation experiment for inverted octagonal type trajectory tracking
is compared. As shown in Figure 9, the simulation results of the inverted octagonal
type trajectory tracking performance between the desired trajectory with three controllers
are presented, and a comparison among the proposed coordinated controller, traditional
dynamics controller, and kinematics controller is given. Though the inverted octagonal type
trajectory is much more complex than the S type; the proposed coordinated controller also
has smaller values (smaller than 2.3× 10−3 m) of root-mean-square and maximum absolute
for the tracking error about the x-axis, y-axis, and wheel, which is slightly greater than the
S type, and also achieves a better performance than the traditional dynamics controller
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and kinematics controller, which is presented in Figure 10 and Table 3. It is similar to the
tracking error of the wheel about the S type, the proposed coordinated controller also has a
good performance on suppressing the chattering phenomenon for inverted octagonal type
trajectory tracking.
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Figure 9. The simulation results for the inverted octagonal type trajectory tracking performance.
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Figure 10. The inverted octagonal type trajectory tracking error performance.
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Table 3. The inverted octagonal type trajectory tracking error values for three controllers.

Controller ||ex||rms ||ex||max ||ey||rms ||ey||max ||er||rms ||er||max

Kinematics 3.71× 10−3 4.31× 10−3 2.96× 10−3 3.26× 10−3 2.72× 10−3 3.27× 10−3

Dynamics 2.93× 10−3 3.22× 10−3 2.32× 10−3 2.62× 10−3 2.06× 10−3 2.61× 10−3

Proposed 1.87× 10−3 1.92× 10−3 1.81× 10−3 2.28× 10−3 1.61× 10−3 2.07× 10−3

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a four-wheel, independently driven skid-steer mobile robot with timing-
belt servo system, which has a damping module, is developed, and a model-based coordi-
nated control method is proposed, which included chassis kinematics, chassis dynamics,
and timing-belt servo system dynamics. The controller we designed consists of three
parts. Part one, the adaptive robust controller of the chassis, is based on the dynamics
model of the mobile robot, which can generate the combined driving force and torque
of the chassis according to the trajectory tracking error. Part two, the control allocation
method can convert the combined driving force and torque by the upper-level controller
into the driving torque for each timing-belt servo system. Part three, the adaptive robust
controller of the timing-belt servo system can complete the output from the driving torque
of the timing-belt servo system to the rotation angle of the driving motor and achieve
the trajectory tracking control of the mobile robot. Furthermore, theoretical proof of the
stability of the designed controller and the tracking performance are also presented and
theoretically guaranteed, respectively. In the end, compared with the traditional kinematics
and dynamics controller, the simulation experimental results of the coordinated control
method we proposed achieves a smaller tracking error and had a better performance.
For further research in this paper, the hierarchical control of the robot motion controller
considering real application scenes states constraints can also be studied in order to further
improve the robot’s motion performance.
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